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FOREWORD 

„The Dynamics of EU Policy-Making" is an important political discovery element for my studies, 

furthermore in this case, lobbying reasons in the European Union. That’s why I decided to do my 

essay about it. 

 

1. PROPOSAL QUESTIONS 

1.1 What is Lobbying, how it works and who get involved? 

1.1 How the political process of the EU works – with lobbying and agenda settings? 

1.3 How lobbying influence the political level of the EU and those member States? 

 

TUTOR GOALS (qualification on 12. June bellow) 

a. You need to show that you are able to use a variety of sources: you need to quite a few books and some academic 

articles. 

b. Start fm the book I recommended to you by Justin Greenwood. Search our library catalogue – there are plenty of 

books. For example, Rowe, Carolyn – Regional representations in the EU: Between diplomacy and interest 

mediation. 

c. The paper should be 8-10 pages long. 

 

On 12 June my professor answered me qualifying my work: “I am writing to inform you that at this stage I cannot give you 

a positive grade for the essay you sent me. The reason for it is that you breached two major rules of academic writing:  

You explicitly and constantly used the copy and paste technique, as from page 4 onwards, 2. You used Google translator to 

translate books and articles from German into English verbatim – not only is this absolutely forbidden, but also produces a 

very bad level of English. Now, I can give you another chance to revise this paper, provided that you show an academic paper 

that will not contain such grave contraventions as I explained above. 

 You must show that you can express yourself in your own words, rather than simply copy and paste somebody 

else’s works. I do not mean that you do not need sources, by no means; but you cannot simply copy and paste 

them, you need to extract data that you need and express it in your own words. You can only cite short passages of 

text verbatim if this is necessary. 

 Apart from this, your essay must contain an introduction, in which you will explain the rationale for this paper, 

list the research questions and show the methods and sources you undertook. 

 The list of literature you presented is sufficient, but the bibliography should be put at the end of the paper.”  

 

2 METHODS AND SOURCES I UNDERTOOK 

After my search on the Web NEBIS (online library search catalogue in Switzerland), I went personally to different 

libraries to hold all needed and useful books and articles. I have read and pointed in two days the most important 

issues to write this essay. Therefor many questions emerged, by them some matter I researched by surfing on the 

web, others after then 12 June as my Tutor asked me to enjoy a written guide for students for successful essays.  I 

did translations from German to English from one German encyclopedia by wish I’m using also in International 

Relations studies since 2011. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1 LOBBYING REASONS 

If lobbying has reasons, it happens because political public interests in development can be finding in 

different governance levels and groups. So what is Lobbying, how it works and who get involved? 

 

1.1.1 LOBBYING & LOBBYISTS - DESCRIPTIONS OVER THE TIME 

Understanding lobbying, the expression comes from Lobby “a large area inside the entrance of a 

public building where people can meet and wait”.  At the period of the Industrial Revolution in 

England, where political lobby in Europa were first dated, political lobby was practice in a large hall 

open to a public to meet people and have talks about politics to Members of Parliament.  

Over the time in our days, politicized people who act working together with interest groups (pg. 7-8) 

and politicians can also be defined Lobbyists, because of the political influence that political active 

people have on a particular political matter. The practices of Lobby attempt a person by a group to 

influence politicians and government, persuading the Government to support or oppose a Law 

change in governance on a particular issue. 

 

1.1.2 LEGITIMATE LOBBYING 

Another criterion in importance about Lobbying that I would like to include on my essay can’t be 

underprivileged, but is an important detailed description about the legitimate lobbying ; a citation 

that I translated from a German Encyclopedia, not supported in English and show how lobbying and 

policy making are correlated to the political work system. 

 

“Lobbying is the systematic and continuous experimental political handle, by social classes 

of social or cultural interests to influence policy-making to be taken. The term is derived from 

lobby, where stakeholders were earlier going about their work, to form contacts with 

parliamentarians to exchange information and to provide support (often a material nature) to 

maintain or denied access to policy-makers in lobbying. In general, lobbying is mainly carried 

out in public as problematic, lawful regardless of measures; should but be taken to influence 

Stakeholders on the policy-making process, to be more transparent. It turns out that the 

standards of assessment of the lobbying itself is constantly changing and focus less on the 

legality of his means and methods rather than on worsening Ideas of his legitimacy. 

In the criticism of the lobbying interest representation as a whole is in danger, as considered 

to be illegitimate. But the point is, the policy theoretically justifiable Part of the interest 

representation by lobbying from the problematic or illegal regarding legally to be separate. 

The key is to recognize the clear dividing line and to be identified, to what lobbyists do 

legitimately in pursuit of their interests and what they can’t allow to do. For the acceptable 

lobbying is considered an important criterion, transparency.” 

 

Is lobbying than as a formal political work not well considered and as an informal political work very 

welcome in different levels to dispute faster interests, out of consequences in input/output by political 

influences? Sure is that over the time by the European history development, to see that the social and 

political development by law, are organized in groups and in governance attempting to find 

legitimate legality. 

 

Searching for more evidences about lobbying in Europa, I saw this analyze from U. von Alemann in 

2006 about the work process of lobbyists. And he see that the target content, methods and ideologies 

of lobbying are in means problematic and much more in importance by the promotion of interests. He 
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gives as example the Labour Party in England as a prototype organization of lobbying, as well the 

lobbying organized interest representation by Chambers and Churches including the newer forms of 

low-organized community groups and professional companies of public affairs. Furthermore he cite 

classical target groups of lobbying like the Parliament, MEP’s, the fractions and the parties, after in 

recent times governments and their divisions and at least the media influencing the public opinion. 

 

Understanding now that known contact persons by lobbying are the lobbyist and lobbyist 

connections under ideologies helps to exclude competition of conflicting interests, where common 

goods emerge, we have an appropriate form queue with normative aspects, wish the public interest 

support.  

 

Having said this, all efforts for more transparency and control of political behavior has to apply 

furthermore for legislative measures in financing political parties, associations, private sectors, former 

holders of political offices, etc., so forming legitimation of many activities avoiding influence 

problems and clearing distinctions between legitimate and illegitimate, legal and illegal, acceptable 

and unacceptable normative aspects by lobbying in different groups. 

(Lexikon der Politikwissenschaft - Theorien, Methoden, Begriffe - Herausgegeben von Dieter Nohlen und 

Rainer-Olaf Schultze - Verlag C. H. Beck – Band I: A-M Auflage, 2010/ISBN 978-3-406-59233-1) 

 

1.1.3 THE POLITICAL PROCESS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 

The way Lobbying works in the European Union is now my query, because it works different from 

other political communities; therefor to understand the EU Community as a political governance is 

important for me to know how they are build and divide, to have than the knowledge that describe 

the kind of divisions and differences in each. 

 

… Emerging questions, the first was what define a Community under the international system and 

second, why Community belongs are political independent? Searching for this answers I read by one 

book from John McCormick in International Relations studies, that the place we belong is in each 

different system a standard point of reference, the state reference point. Continuing this thoughts 

process and developing than the idea of geographical and political position, distances, borders and 

frontiers around the world, I understood that continents are divided by state frontiers, marking out 

territories, protecting the sovereignty of each different state, under the administration of governments 

subject to independent system of law. Each territorial state is defined by maps, flags, passports, etc., 

legally belong where the feeling we have, are to be at home and give one an idea of identity. It is the 

identification of common goods by Communities and States in our political global system. Where 

belongs and possession in a frame of “State” describe than citizenship – the public loyalty to the state 

and the strength of state identity – compromised by economic, social and political divisions. Here in 

particular the European common good, linked by history, language and culture – home to multiple 

groups and different nations. So under the international political system, how International Relations 

exit? - was my third question framed to this issue.  As McCormick explains,”… international borders 

have been weakened by the building of political and economic ties among states, driven mainly by 

the need to trade, to expand markets, to develop security alliances and to borrow money." 

("Understanding the European Union" a concise introduction from John McCormick 5th Edition Palgrave 

McMillan 2011/ISBN-13: 978-0-230-29883-5) 
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Not forgetting to mention, the development of security alliances after the I, II and the Cold War in 

Europa. This was the principal international alliance about over this time to protect the Humanitarian 

Aid and Human Rights. 

 

1.1.4 EUROPEANs - FROM COMMUNITY TO UNION 

The process to the European integration happens after the II World War, as the UN treaties have been 

adopted. On 4 November 1950, Switzerland together with Austria, Cyprus,  Finland,  Iceland,  

Liechtenstein,  Malta, Norway, San Marino, Sweden and Turkey signed the  Convention  for  

Protection of  the Human  Rights  and  Fundamental Freedoms,  treating to the convention of the 

Council of  Europe. This integration started as a Community of diverse groups of people with the 

same ideals to promote – a peaceful, united and prosperous Europe. Were those the principals – 

Konrad Adenauer, Joseph Bech, Winston Churchill, Alcide De Gasperi, Walter Hallstein, Sicco 

Mansholt, Jean Monnet, Robert Schuman, Paul-Henri Spaak and Altiero Spinelli.  

Remembering before, Europe was splinted into East and West as the 40 years long Cold War began. 

West European created than in 1949 the Council of Europe. It was the first step towards cooperation 

between West Europe, and just six countries promoted further those ideals – Germany, France, Italy, 

the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg – than together, a founding Members State of the 

European Council in 1951. Time after, over years of political democracy steel our days as 

“Community”, an important Treaty on “European Union” went signed on 7 February 1992. The new 

monetary integration “EURO” started as a major EU milestone, setting clear future rules for the single 

and foreign currency and as security policy closer cooperation in justice and home affairs cross the 

World. Under the treaty, the name ‘European Community’ went officially replaced to ‘European 

Union’. The European Union increase borders and on 1 January 2002, the Euro notes and coins arrive. 

Printing, minting and distributing them in 12 countries in Europa. More than 80 billion coins were 

involved. Notes were the same for all countries. Coins have one common face, giving the value, while 

the other carries a national emblem. The EU went than a unique economic and political partnership 

between 27 European countries then together covering much of the continent. 

(European Union homepage, http://europe.eu/about-eu/eu-history/) 

 

Flags of the EU Member States with year of entries 

Austria 1995 

 

      

Belgium 1952 

 

Bulgaria 2007 

 

Cyprus 2004 

 

Czech 

Republic 2007 

Denmark 1973 

 

 

Estonia 2004 

 

Finland 2005 

 

 

France 1952 

 

  

Germany 1952 

Greece 1981 

 

Hungary 2004 

 

 

Ireland 1973 

 

     

Italy 1952 

 

       

Latvia 2004 

Lithuania 2004 

 

Luxembourg 1952 

 

 

Malta 2004 

 

Netherlands 1952 

 

      

Poland 2004 

Portugal 1986 

 

Romania 2007 

 

Slovakia 2004 

 

Slovenia 2004 

 

   

Spain 1986  

http://europe.eu/about-eu/eu-history/
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Sweden 1995 

 

United 

Kingdom 1973 

   

 

 

Other European Countries  

Albania 

 

Andorra 

 

Armenia 

 

Azerbaijan 

 

    

Belarus 

Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 

 

Georgia 

 

Liechtenstein 

 

Moldova 

 

   

Monaco 

Norway 

 

   

Russia 

 

     

San Marino 

 

Switzerland 

 

    

Ukraine 

Vatican City 

State 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1.1.5 BUILDING POLITICAL GOVERNANCE 

As I expose above, the EU is based on the rule of law. This means that everything that the EU do, it is 

founded on treaties, voluntarily and democratically agreement by all member countries. These 

binding agreements set out the EU's goals in many areas of activities. And again, one of its main goals 

is to promote human rights both internally and around the world. Human dignity, freedom, 

democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights: these are the core values of the EU. 

(Europa – Basic information of the European Union - http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-

information/index_en.htm) 

 

1.1.5.1 AREAS OF ACTIVITIES 

The EU is active in a wide range of policy areas (a plan of action in agreement or in chose by a 

political party, a business, etc.), from human rights to transport and trade. The activity areas on 

2012 are: Agriculture, Audiovisual and Media, Budget, Climate action, Competition, Consumers, 

Culture, Customs, Development and Cooperation, Economic and monetary affairs, Education 

training youth, Employment and social affairs, Energy, Enlargement, Enterprise, Environment, 

EU citizenship, Fight against fraud, Food safety, Foreign and security policy, Humanitarian aid, 

Human rights, Information technology, Institutional affairs, Internal market, Justice, freedom 

and security, Maritime affairs and fisheries, Multilingualism, Public health, Regional policy, 

Research and innovation, Sport, Taxation, Trade and Transport. 

(http://europa.eu/pol/index_en.htm) 

 

1.1.5.2 DIVIONS UNDER THE INSTITUTIONS 

So my query was than to know, how the position of the Institutions are. Under the description 

about the EU divisions and a book of Cambridge about the EU political system, I understood 

that, the EU as a political system promotes policy-makers with different governmental functions 

http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/pol/index_en.htm
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and is divided under many institutions. Therefore I started to search for a chart to get better 

involved and informed about its development level. I found two and bided both together. 

 

The institutions of the European Union 

(As outlined in Article 13 TEU 2011 and according to the TFEU from 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The European Council has 27 Heads of State or Government, President of the European Council 

and President of the Commission. For the head of State or Governance, in each 27 Countries or 

States, one have a Presidential representation and each one is one Council Member. The 

European Council gathers together the Heads of State or Government of the Member States of 

the European Union and the President of the Commission. This political system came into 

governance in 1974 and was given in formal status by the Single European Act. Its members, 27 

Heads of State or Governance, are assisted by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs entering a 

Member of the Commission (until 2014). Targeting work, the European Council meets once 

every six months under the chairmanship of the Head of State or Government of the Member 

State; which holds the Presidency of the Council of the European Union, which rotates twice a 

year. In practice, the European Council meets four times a year were a special European 

Councils can be also organized. Then comes the European Parliament with 751 Members, the 

Committee of the Regions with maximum 350 Members, the European Economic and Social 

Committee also with maximum 350 Members, the Court of Justice of the European 

Name: European Council (Consilium) 

Role: Executive 

Representing: Member states 

Name: Council 

Role: Executive/Legislative 

Representing: Member states 

Name: European Commission 

Role: Executive 

Representing: Union 

Name: European Parliament 

Role: Legislative 

Representing: Citizens 

 

Name: Committee of the Regions 

Role: Legislative 

Representing: Members 

Name: European Economic and Social 

Committee 

Role: Legislative 

Representing: Members 

Name: Court of Justice of the European Union 

Role: Judicial 

Representing: Union 

 

Name: European Central Bank 

Role: Executive 

Representing: Union 

Name: Court of Auditors 

Role: Control 

Representing: Union 

Name: European Investment 

Bank 

Role: Executive 

Representing: Union 
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Communities, the European Central Bank, the European Court of Auditors with one person per 

Member State, the European Investment Bank, the European Administrative School and final the 

European Union agencies and other bodies, that are distribute under many agencies and bodies 

in congruence with their activities. (http://europa.eu/policies-activities/tenders-

contracts/index_en.htm) and EU Division Chart 

 

1.1.5.3 DIVIONS AND DIFFERENCES IN EACH 

If I consider the many activities that it institutions have together, their policy-making and rules, 

then each division acquire their own political persecution and interest groups are in need to ask 

for help and order a lobbyist. Lobbying inside the European Union set a number of governing 

actors in coalition, by the Commission Members, Parliament Members, Interest Groups self and 

Representatives, influencing, promoting and providing a handle bridge between the state and 

the civil society, on democracy. (Regulating Lobbying in the Western World by J. Greenwood & C. S. 

Thomas) That’s why I studied in special the differences and importance through the Interest 

Groups and their activity in their roles. Bellow also the % of each one in active participation. 

 

 

Interest representation and their distinguishes 

  Type of interest groups and activities Share of total % 

1. European trade federations, 

Organizations that represent a specific type of industry – European Chemical 

Industry Council, members of national trade federations such as the 

Hungarian Chemical Industry Association & the French Union des Industries 

Chimiques, individual chemical companies, trade federations for specific 

profession like the Standing Committee of European Doctors (medical 

associations) 

35 

2. Commercial consultants, 

Public Affairs consultants - represent more types of interest groups making 

their job to lobby on behalf of their clients, from firms to non-governmental 

organizations and governmental organizations from the EU member states in 

a specific lobbying effort (professional expertise consultants) 

15 

3. Companies, 

Are large companies, members of the European trade federation lobbying by 

the EU themselves and offering opportunity to use different channels for 

different issues ,trading together with other firms and implementing new 

policies, also direct with officials of the EU Commission 

13 

4. NGO’s, 

Public Interest Groups are those that believe in Human Rights (Amnesty 

International), Environment (Greenpeace), or in special field fight against 

different issues (lobbying public policy and EU Legislation) as single 

organizations, national organizations and  operate at the EU level, 

resembling also the structure of trade federations, as for example the 

European Cancer Leagues 

13 

5. National business and labour associations, 

Often members of a European trade federation. Actors representing by lobby, 

when specific national issues are not sufficiently well represented, including 

national business organizations and trade unions 

 

10 

http://europa.eu/policies-activities/tenders-contracts/index_en.htm
http://europa.eu/policies-activities/tenders-contracts/index_en.htm
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Legislative 

Parliament 

Vote 

Judicial 

new 

Legislation 
 

 
 

Aktivities of 

interest 

groups 

 
L

o
b

b
y

in
g

 

  Executive 

Commission 

Mandatory 

EU GOVERNANCE 

6. Regional representations, 

Apart from private groups, regional representations take places by regional 

and local governments lobbying EU policies and being the main beneficiaries 

of the EU’s structural funds supporting the purest regions in Europa. They 

implement and affect EU Legislation 

8 

7. International organizations, 

Act with an interest in what the European Union does and maintain their 

presence in Brussels, like the World Bank and the International Organization 

of Migration  

5 

8. Think tanks, 

Organizations that try to initiate, with their activities, important debates on 

issues their behalf, with studies and writing papers, organizing conferences 

supporting but not representing a specific interest 

1 

 

 

1.2 LOBBYING AND AGENDA SEETING BY THE EU 

How the political process by the EU works – with lobbying and agenda settings? Every political 

system has its own particular development process of work, measuring work responsibilities in an 

organized form. Than continuing what above has been said, the EU governance has different interest  

 

 

 

groups operating through its division’s – the executive, legislative and judicial institution – 

representing by law their activities in behalf of the State. What happens than, is that lobbying by 

interest groups exists in different levels, transferring competencies under their institutions. Naturally 

the relationship between organized interest and the EU central institutions has a result of mutual 

interest in transfer of competencies and integration. But how lobbying influence the political level of 

the EU and those member States? The regulation of Lobbying at the EU is not different from other 

mature democracies, where equality of access between producer and non-producer interests, 

accountability and transparency of policy-making and standards exist in public life. The regulation of 

Lobbying are placed through initiatives aimed at both sides, the lobbyist and lobbied; by elected EU 

politicians (policy entrepreneurs in search of issues) and officials, ensuring public confidence in the 

probity of the policy-making system, avoiding conflict of interest and excess, using of proper public 

resources also by the press. Lobbyists are required to disclose financial interests or support in cash 

from outside interests. In interests of developing support for European integration and tackling its 

democratic deficit, the Commission of Members State has resisted any measure that might discourage 
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outside interests from engaging financial interests. For this reason, the Commission resist formal 

regulation of lobbying, encouraging the public affairs community to develop its own self –regulatory 

measures. (Interest Representation in the European Union, J. Greenwood – Palgrave MacMillan, 2003) 

But don’t forgetting the principals of mutual interest in transfer competencies between organized 

interest and the EU central institutions and in result the European level, where private and public 

interest nurtured by the Commission – Members States – act as force, seeks EU level solutions in 

mandatory outcomes by law at the EU Legislation. I will return to this issue by the third and last 

question on my essay. (Interest Representation in the European Union, J. Greenwood – Palgrave MacMillan, 

2003) 

 

1.2.1 AGENDA SETTINGS ON STRUCTURE OF POWER 

So going back to my query about the political work process by the EU – with lobbying and 

agenda settings – agenda settings or political agenda are organized measures to set issues in 

work by policy-makers – those who give serious attention to each political matter. Like this, any 

given political issue in time, are “on” the agenda (that is, they receive attention or influence) 

while other issues are “off” the agenda (they receive “no” or very little attention). So in addition, 

when I understand that “on” or “off” in policy-making become important, than just in case when 

each political issue are “on” the agenda, than holding each case attention by the work condition 

of lobbying and the number of issues to be taken up are almost limitless. At the same time, 

policy-makers need to make choices about what to attend to and what to ignore. Agendas can 

also be the result of a deliberated choice, when a policy-maker decides to give priority to some 

issue over another. Policy-makers respond also to outside events and to what is happening 

around them. Agendas have enormous political implications and processes. They are divided in 

three dimensions:  

a) The political agenda that consist on policy-makers issues 

b) The media agenda that consist on policy-makers issues on newspapers, on television and on 

internet 

c) And the public agenda which includes the issues that citizens find important at given point in 

time, the public interaction to policy-makers and agenda-settings. 

All EU institutions has types of agendas getting interacted, promoting a dynamic agenda-setting, 

not forgetting the procedures that each one needs to follow. The agenda-setting start with: 

a) Any issue that, the European Commission takes and develops in ideas 

b) After this goes cross the normal process, in informal discussions among politicians or policy 

experts or in media, (in some policy areas – multi-annual action plans) 

c) Then by the Commission Annual Work Programme: 

(1) Expert committee (+ Environment) 

(2) Green Paper (+ Consultation) 

(3) White Paper (+ Consultation) 

(4) And at least goes to the Proposals, where they can be implemented or not. 

 

The length, the timing, and the number of EU institutions involved in this process regard important 

variables, not forgetting the relative political weight of each institution that is formally involved in 

the decision making process. (The Politics of the European Union from H. Lelieveldt and S. Princen – 

Cambridge University Press 2011) and (Lobbying the European Union: Institutions, Actors, and Issues from 

Pieter Bouwen, 2nd. Chapter Institutional Demands – The European Commission) 

 

1.3 THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL LEGISLATION BY LOBBYING 

How lobbying influence the political levels of the EU and those Member States was my third essay 

query, answered based on reading Pieter Bouwen, Carolyn Rowe and J. Greenwood. So what I 
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understood is that the role of the Commission in the EU policy-making has a high impact on 

lobbying, and this because of their importance as Commission Members State and their decision-

making role, powering responsibilities in the legislation and treaties as legal guardians of the EU 

framework. In contraire to the Parliament, that at the national level has the right to initiate legislation 

but depends in this regard on the European Commission. The Legislation in the EU, give autonomy 

on Members States, are the Executive Lobbyists to affect and intermediate policies in a number of 

areas. They are the EU decision makers of many policy-makers, distributed under multi-level 

governances, the policy actors.  

 

The National level or Parliament, just influence and negotiate intergovernmental legislatives treaties, 

involving interstates negotiation and civil society interest like the Commercial consultants interest 

group, Companies interest groups, NGO’s interest groups, International organizations and 

Representatives, significant interests at the National level in EU politics (See pg. 7). 

(Based on the book “Regional representations in the EU: Between diplomacy and interest mediation”, Carolyn 

Rowe, 2011) and (Interest Representation in the European Union, J. Greenwood – Palgrave MacMillan, 2003)  
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